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Introduction

The illegal production and trade of tropical timber is one of the
main drivers of environmental degradation worldwide, leading
to loss of habitats and biodiversity, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, human rights abuses and corruption.
The enforcement of legality by some countries (e.g., the EU Timber
Regulation – EU TR1, the US Lacey Act 20082 and Australia’s Illegal
Logging Prohibition Act3) requires traders and operators to conduct

1 _ ec.europa.eu/environment/forests/
timber_regulation.htm
2 _ The Lacey Act of 1900 is a law in
the USA that bans trafficking in illegal
wild life. In 2008, the Act was am ended to include plants and plant products
such as timber and paper (www.aphis.
usda.gov/aphis/ourfocus/planthealth/
import-information/SA_Lacey_Act).

their own due diligence on the timber they import into these markets4. In parallel, initiatives such as the EU’s Forest Law Enforcement,
Governance and Trade (FLEGT)5 have helped to increase capacity to
implement these laws.

3 _ The Australia Illegal Logging Prohibition Act was designed to support the
trade of legal timber into the Australian
market (www.agriculture.gov.au/
forestry/policies/illegal-logging).
4 _ The US Lacey Act requires timber
buyers to take due care in the selection
of suppliers of timber products to be
imported into the US (www.fws.gov/
international/laws-treaties-agreements/
us-conservation-laws/lacey-act.html).
Similarly, thenew EU Timber Regulationrequires that operators (timber importers) conduct risk assessments and due
diligence of their timber sources (www.
euflegt.efi.int/home).
5 _ The FLEGT Action Plan aims to
reduce illegal logging by strengthening
the sustainability and legality of forest
management, improving forest governance and promoting trade in legally
produced timber (www.flegt.org).
6 _ Regulation (EU) Nº 995/2010 of the
European Parliament and the Council,
article 6.

In order to comply with the EU TR requirements, for instance, timber
importers must conduct a due diligence following a 3-step process6:

• Gather information about timber acquired, including country of source, supplier, species, and documentation.
• Risk assessment of the timber product and its supply chain.
• Risk mitigation. If risk of illegality is identified, measures
need to be put in place to minimize it, including obtaining additional information and/or engaging third party verification.
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The ability to conduct due diligence, however, is hindered by various barriers. Firstly, the legislative system of some countries can be
extremely complex, with hundreds of laws and documents located in
different government agencies7. Once the legislation is identified, it is
difficult to determine what are the main documents that, in aggregate,
demonstrate the legality of a given timber consignment. Once documents are obtained, they could be in foreign languages and are difficult
to interpret.
The objective of this series of practical guides is to summarise the main
documents that need to be collected, and how to interpret them, in
order to conduct due diligence of timber consignments to be imported
from different countries into the US and European markets. It also provides a summary of the main risks associated with timber legality that
the due diligence must address, for each individual country.
For each country, the guides provide:

• A short description of the regulatory regime;

• A list of the essential documents to be analysed;

7 _ See, for instance, country reports
available in NEPCon’s Sourcing Hub
(http://beta.nepcon.org/sourcinghub).

• Facsimiles of these documents, highlighting
what are the relevant information to be checked
in each of them;

8 _ See, for instance, NEPCon Sourcing
Hub (http://beta.nepcon.org/sourcinghub), WRI Open Timber Portal, or the
Timber Trade Portal of the European
Sustainable Tropical Timber Coalition
(www.timbertradeportal.com).

• An overview of the most frequent frauds.
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This series of guides complement BVRio Due Diligence and Risk Assessment system (www.bvrio.com/timber), an online system to assist timber
traders in conducting the due diligence of individual timber consignments.
Given that this guide is not intended to provide a full review of the
legislation, procedures, and documents related to timber extraction and
processing activities in different locations, readers are recommended to
familiarise themselves with the requirements of different countries. Good
reviews of timber legislation can be found elsewhere8.
The objective of this series of guides and of BVRio Responsible Timber
Exchange is to enable wood traders to screen out illegal timber from their
supply base and, through demand-side pressure, help combat illegality in

Jin Qin

the sector.
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Conceptual
model

Forest of
Origin

The forest of
origin and timber
harvesting
to identify where the timber product comes from,
and whether the seller
has the rights to extract
timber. In most countries,
logging activities require a
logging permit.

Irrespective of the country, a due diligence must, as a minimum, analyse
documents and obtain evidence related to:

Processing
facilities

Importer
Trading exporter

Timber processing
activities

Trading
activities

Timber
transportation

whether sawmills and
other processing facilities
have the required licenses,
and process timber according to legal requirements.
A supply chain could, in
some cases, include a series of processing activities
in different locations, and
the due diligence should
include all of them.

to ascertain whether
companies have the
licenses and documentation required to trade
timber. The due diligence
should analyse the export
licenses and whether the
products and species can
be exported.

gathering these documents
allow the traceability of
timber along the various
production sites of the
supply chain, from forest
of source to final buyer.

It is often the case that this set of documents contains sufficient information to demonstrate the legality of the timber and its traceability to forest
of source. In some cases, additional documents may be required to supplement them, or to meet additional requirements of specific countries.
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Main types
of fraud

Different types of fraud and contravention of forest laws are used by
unscrupulous operators worldwide to obtain and trade illegal timber.
While some of these frauds are specific to the peculiarities of each individual country, in general they fall within the following categories9:

1. Illegalities related to the allocation of timber rights: i.e.,
granting/obtaining rights of timber harvesting without following due processes envisaged in the legislation.
2. Illegal logging and timber theft: including logging without
a permit; extraction of volumes higher than those authorised
in the logging permits; and extraction of a different species
mix from that specified in the permits (i.e. favouring the
most valuable species).
3. Operational illegalities and/or irregularities at the forest,
sawmills, or exporting activity: including contraventions of
employment legislation, operations without valid licenses,
adulterations of forest inventories to inflate the volume of
valuable species authorised in the system, inflation of conversion rates at sawmills (to create credits for higher volumes
of processed timber downstream), tax evasion, etc.

A recent review by Earthsight10 grouped types of illegalities as follows:
• Illegalities associated with the right to harvest, including logging in areas
without permits, illegal permit allocation, logging in protected areas;
9 _ See BVRio 2016: Using big data
to detect illegality in the tropical timber
sector. BVRio Institute, Rio de Janeiro.
(www.bvrio.org/publicacoes).
10 _ Earthsight 2017: Investigating illegal timber. A guidebook for activities and
communities. (www.earthsight.org.uk)

• Operational violations, including violating terms of harvesting plans,
violating terms of other permits, logging outside boundaries;
• Illegalities during transport, processing and trade, including export
prohibition violations, tax evasion, CITES violations.
6

11 _ See, for instance:
• Greenpeace 2014: A crise silenciosa
da Amazônia. Controle do setor madeireiro e 5 formas de fraudar o sistema
(http://chegademadeirailegal.org.br/
doc/BR/controle_madeireiro_5_formas_fraudar.pdf) and other reports
from the same series;
• Interpol and World Bank, 2010: Chainsaw project. An INTERPOL perspective
on law enforcement in illegal logging;
• NEPCon Sourcing Hub (http:// beta.
nepcon.org/sourcinghub);
• European Sustainable Tropical Timber
Coalition Timber Trade Portal (www.
timbertradeportal.com);
• Forest Trends, 2013: European Trade
Flows and Risks. (www.forest-trends.org);
• Traffic country specific reports:
(www.traffic.org/timber-trade/);
• The Forest Trust: Guide to
legality. Practical advice for timber
producers, processors and exporters.
(www.tft-forest.org);
• WRI, 2014: Sustainable procurement of wood and paper-based
products. Guide and resource kit.
(www.sustainableforestproducts.org);
• IUFRO 2017: Illegal logging and
related timber trade.

• Chatham House’s Illegal Logging
Portal - (www.illegal-logging.info);
• Forest Legality Initiative’s portal (www.forestlegality.org);
• WRI and WBCSD’s Forest Transparency Initiative (http:// alpha.foresttransparency.org/en/about/fti);
• Earthsight’s Timber Investigator (www.timberinvestigator.info);
• FSC Global Forest Registry
(www.globalforestregistry.org).
12 _ See for instance, EIA’s country specific reports (https://eia-international.
org/report-category/forests), or independent monitoring organisations (e.g.,
guide. REM: Independent monitoring. A
practical guide. www.rem.org.uk).

Adam Ronan

• FAO 2016: Traceability. A management
tool for enterprises and governments;

Additional information on types of fraud, approaches for investigating
illegality, and methods for tracking timber products from source to
end buyer are found elsewhere11. A due diligence should also include
reviews of reports and information raised by NGOs and independent
monitoring organisations12.
A summary of the main types of frauds prevalent in each country is
shown in the the country profile section below.
7

BVRio Due
Diligence and
Risk Assessment
System

BVRio Due Diligence and Risk Assessment System is an online system
created to assist buyers and traders to conduct due diligence and assess
the risk of illegality of specific consignments of timber products. The
system is an integral module of the BVRio Responsible Timber Exchange
(www.bvrio.com/timber), which also includes a Trading Platform for
sourcing timber products from legal sources.
The objective of the Responsible Timber Exchange is to enable wood
traders to screen out illegal timber from their supply base and, through
demand-side pressure, help combat illegality in the sector.
The system guides the user through the process of identifying the
supply chain of their products, analysing the consistency of documentation related to this supply chain, and identifying any risks associated
with it. At the end of the process, the system creates a supply chain
map, rates each link in the supply chain for its consistency and risks,
and issues a report.
8

BVRio’s approach is to conduct due diligence for each individual timber
consignment, rather than producers or suppliers. Many supply chains
are very complex, with traders and timber merchants buying from
multiple sawmills, which in turn acquire logs from multiple forest management units (with varying degrees of compliance). This means that
a positive result for a timber consignment sold by a given sawmill does
not guarantee that the next timber lot sold by the same sawmill will
meet the same levels of legality and environmental compliance.
For some countries, additional information is pre-loaded in the system,
facilitating the process of analysis and identification of risks.
In the case of Brazil, the system uses a big data approach, based on a
large and growing data set, and aims to identify inconsistencies that may
be associated with irregularities and illegality13. The system is designed to
provide blanket coverage of all production sites in the region analysed.

BVRio Due Diligence and Risk Assessment System analyses:

• Legality – evidence of risks of non-compliance with legal, environmental and social laws,
rules and requirements;

• Supply chain inconsistencies – whether
the declared supply chain is consistent with
documentation provided;
13_ More information on the
methodology used for Brazil can be
found in BVRio 2016: Using big data
to detect illegality in the tropical timber
sector. BVRio Institute, Rio de Janeiro.
(www.bvrio.org/publicacoes)

• Social aspects – risks of non-adherence to, or
abuses of, labour and employment legislation.
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The due diligence and risk assessment process is conducted in two stages:

1. On a daily basis, the system analyses the compliance
status of all production sites in the Amazon: i.e. timber
extraction, processing and commercialisation operations
(forest management units, sawmills and log yards used for
timber storage and commercialisation). Based on the analysis,
production sites are rated by level of compliance, ranging
from those without any evidence of irregularities, through
operations that show risks of possible infringements or
illegalities, to those with proven illegality.
2. When a user enters the Timber Transport Authorisations
related to a timber consignment, the due diligence system
traces the timber product through the series of production
sites and assesses the legality status or risk associated with
that product.

The system checks timber sources for irregularities, illegality or possible
illegality related to legal, environmental or social requirements during
extraction, processing and transportation processes.
The risk assessment process also analyses the track record of companies
and individuals involved in the supply chain. These include the forest
owner, the person or company holding the forest management rights,
the forest engineers responsible for the forest management plan and
extraction activities, as well as those involved with the sawmills and
timber yards. This allows the system to indirectly assess the risk of irregularities not yet detected by environmental agencies.
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For most countries, however, lack of access to large digital
databases restricts the use of a big data approach. In this
case, the system:
(i) guides the user step-by-step with each individual document,
(ii) checks the consistency of these documents one against
each other in order to assemble the supply chain from the
export point back to the forests of origin, and
(iii) cross checks some of the documents with databases of
documents pre-loaded in the system, such as Forest Management Plans, Concession Agreements, etc.
(iv) Additionally, the system also includes deforestation and
forest degradation alerts for the forests of source and allows
the user to print a report with all the information gathered
and the assessments made.

14 _ The desktop version can be accessed at timber.bvrio.org. Apps can be
downloaded at the Google Play (http://
play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=br.
com.bvrio.bvriomobile&hl=en)
and Mac App Store (http://itunes.
apple.com/br/app/responsible-timber/
id1059374511?l=en&mt=8).

BVRio is expanding the range of countries assessed, adapting its
approach to national circumstances, legislation, and data availability
and new versions of this guide will be issued with such updates.
BVRio’s Due Diligence and Risk Assessment Tools are available for desktop use and as apps in Android or iOS format14.
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Country
profile

This guide contains specific information for Liberia.
BVRio is expanding the range of countries assessed. The
full range of guides can be found at bvrio.org/publicacoes .
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Bomi Blue Lake, Liberia by jbdodane https://www.flickr.com/photos/jbdodane/9304176172.
CC BY-NC (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/).

Liberia

Forest legislation and enforcement agencies
The Forestry Development Authority (FDA) is responsible for timber
production in Liberia. The FDA Act of 1975 also gives FDA the power
to issue regulations and policies for sustainable forestry. In 2007, the
FDA issued its Ten Core Regulations, which include policies on public
participation, forest land-use planning, pre-qualification; tender;
award and administration; pre-felling rules, benefit sharing, forest
fees, chain of custody, rights of private land holders, and penalties.
The 2006 National Forestry Reform Law (NFRL) is the current
legal instrument that guides the management of forest resources
and timber production in Liberia. The 2006 NFRL also led to the
Community Rights Law of 2009. Under the framework of these two
statutes, a variety of different permits and concessions types have
been developed, which are dependent on the ownership, type of
land, and the resources to be extracted.
In 2011, the Government of Liberia and the European Union (EU)
signed a Voluntary Partnership Agreement (VPA) in the context of the
13

Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade (FLEGT) Action Plan.
The aim of the VPA is ensure that all timber sourced in Liberia has
been legally produced in line with an established legality framework.
Under the VPA, Liberia is developing its timber legality assurance
system so it can issue verified legal timber products with FLEGT
licenses, facilitating trade with the EU market.

Main documents needed
The framework for assessing legality of forestry operations, timber
processing and trade in Liberia is made up of 11 principles, 42
indicators and 132 verification documents. Detailed information
on the framework can be found in WWF 15 and NEPCon16 guides.
Principle 1 of the Liberian timber legality definition requires that any
timber producer should be a legally registered with the Government
of Liberia, or recognized by the FDA, as a business, community or
individual. The owner(s) or shareholders should not include the
current President and Vice President of Liberia, Members of the
Legislature, Members of the Cabinet, Directors and Managers of
FDA, current county superintendents or any other person specifically
prohibited from owning a forest contract/permit or an interest in a
forest contract.
The key documents that verifies business, community or individual
eligibility to operate in the timber sector are: Business Registration
Certificate (Corporations and Partnerships) or Articles of Incorporation
(Corporate entities) or Certificate or Letter of Recognition (holders
who are not registered businesses). In addition to the registration,
the business is required to send to FDA a list of shareholders and
beneficial owners and a notarized affidavit declaring that its owners
15_ WWF, 2015: A guide for the timber
exporter and importer from Ghana and
Liberia, WWF WAFPO pp44.
16_ NEPCon, 2017: Liberia list of applicable legislation, Timber, NEPCon, pp13.

do not include prohibited persons listed above. These documents are
a prerequisite for obtaining many of the other verification documents.
In fact, the information contained in many of the verification
documents is repeated in others, and, therefore, all the information
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related to compliance with timber legality can be extracted from a
smaller subset of documents.
Following a multi-stakeholder consultation in Liberia in 2017, the list
of documents shown below was considered necessary to demonstrate
the legality of timber products from Liberia:
a) Signed Forest Contract or Permit (Principle 2 - forest allocation):
Forest Management Contract, Timber Sale Contract and Private Use Permit.
b) Signed Social Agreement (Principle 3 - social obligation and
benefit sharing)
c) Annual Harvesting Certificate and felled trees data verification
(Principle 4 - forest management operations and harvesting).
d) Waybill (Principle 6 - Timber Transportation and Traceability).
e) Tax Clearance Certificate (Principles 9 - Taxes, fees and royalties;
and 10 Export, processing and Trade requirement).

Importer

Forest of Origin

Waybill

Forest Management Contract,
or Timber Sale Contract,
or Private Use Permit Signed
Social Agreement

Trading exporter

Waybill

Tax Clearance
Certificate

Annual Harvesting
Certificate
Tree Data Form
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1. Forest of source and timber harvesting
a. Forest of Source
The NFRL 2006 requires that the FDA prepares a National Forest Management
Strategy, in which all forested lands are classified according to their legal status
and potential suitable use. These uses have been defined as (i) conservation/ protection, (ii) commercial, (iii) community or a combination of uses. The first step
of this process has been achieved, with the FDA defining and measuring forested
lands in Liberia. To conclude the classification process, the FDA must develop a
suitability map that demarcates the most suitable use for each different area of
forested land.
Prior to allocating timber rights, the FDA should undertake the following17:

• Consult all communities within 3.0 kilometres of the proposed
concession area (called “affected communities”) to get their informed
consent to the proposed concession; and
• Obtain a Concession Certificate from the Ministry of Planning and
Economic Affairs approving the concession plan submitted by FDA and
confirming that the proposed concession is consistent with National
Development objectives.

b. Timber rights allocation
The NFRL 2006 recognises the issuance of five types of licenses by the FDA to
harvest timber from natural forests and plantation in Liberia as follows:
Forest Management Contracts (FMC): This contract is for forest exploitation issued for land areas between 50,000 and 400,000 hectares that does not
include private land, generally for a period of 25 years. It is awarded through a
competitive bidding process. To be eligible for FMC, the logger must have a long17_ ClientEarth and Heritage Partners
and Associates Inc, 2016: Legal
framework governing forest conversion
in Libera pp9.

term Forest Management Plan, show both the financial and technical capacity
to manage the forest and, in addition, show that at least 51% of the business is
owned by Liberian citizens.
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To obtain a FMC the contract holder must have signed a Social Agreement with
local forest-dependent communities and pay the government the fee agreed to
in the bidding process, plus any other taxes/fees for the privilege of harvesting.
No FMC is valid until the contract has been signed by the FDA, approved by the
President of Liberia and ratified by Parliament18. The contract holder can commence logging after receiving an Annual Harvesting Certificate.
Timber Sales Contracts (TSC): This is issued over a land area of not more than
5,000 hectares that does not include private land, for a period of 3 years. Like
FMC, TSC is also awarded through competitive bidding and bidders must show
that at least 51% of their business is owned by Liberian citizens. The holder is required to prepare Annual Operations Plans, sign a Social Agreement and pay
the government the amount promised during the concession bidding process,
plus any other taxes and fees. No TSC is valid until the contract has been signed
by the FDA and the holder issued with Annual Harvesting Certificate19.
Forest Use Permits (FUP): a permit issued for small scale timber harvesting (limited
to local use within county or community), research, non-timber forest product
activities or other uses on an area smaller than 1,000 ha. FUPs may be issued
under a concessions process like with TSCs and FMCs if the value of the forest
resources to be used under this permit exceeds 10,000 USD. In other cases, FUPs
are offered either free of charge, at a regulated price, or at a rate based on the
amount of resources taken or used. Two types of FUPs can be issued: single permit and general permit 20. FUPs are restricted to a specific class of persons such
as subsistence farmers, forest dependent communities, residents of a county or
district, academic researchers, artisans and persons undertaking tourism (ecotourism) and similar conservation-based activities 21.
Private Use Permits (PUP): This permit is issued to private landowners (individual, group, community) to allow them to enter into contracts directly with
logging companies. For a company to log from private land, the landowner
should give permission to do so in writing. In addition, the company should have
18_ NFRL 2006, section 5.3 f.

a valid PUP and Annual Harvesting Certificate from the FDA. The Company

19_ NFRL 2006, section 5.4 c & e.

should also have an Operations Plan and do logging under the same rules and

20_ NFRL 2006, section 5.5 e.
21_ NFRL 2006, Section 5.5 f.

regulations as those logging on national concessions. PUP is roughly defined in
Section 5.6 of NFRL 2006 but lacks further detail on several key issues such as
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maximum land area and guiding principles on possible license periods. There is
indeed some common agreement that PUPs were created to allow smaller scale
extraction of commercial timber standing on private, individual land.
Procedures for issuing PUPs are simple and include two phases. First, the FDA
establishes a contract with the landowner, at the request of the latter. This is
preceded by due diligence by the FDA to validate the necessary pre-requisites
for such a contract. The Ministry of Lands, Mines and Energy (MLM&E) takes on
the responsibility to validate the underlying land rights. The landowner engages
with a commercial forest operator under some sort of contractual agreement to
explore the forest resources based on a management plan.
Community Forest Management Agreements (CFMA): Communities have
the right to control the lawful use, protection, management and development
of their forest resources in Liberia 22. The CFMA is issued to communities for
community-based forest management, for areas smaller than 50,000 hectares.
This allows communities to enter into small-scale commercial contracts for harvesting timber and non-timber forest products on their forest lands. In this case
the contracting of a logging company must follow a public bidding process and
must be approved by the President, as is the case for FMCs.

22_ CRL 2009, section 3.1
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c. Social obligations
Social Agreement: This is an agreement negotiated and signed between the
permit/contract holder and communities within 3.0 kilometres of the proposed
concession permit area following advanced notice to these affected communities.
The terms of the social agreement between the contract/permit holder and the
affected communities should include: code of conduct governing parties to the
agreement; dispute resolution mechanism; description of amounts of financial
benefits payable to the community by the contract holder; and a requirement that
contract/permit holder pays the amounts quarterly in an interest-bearing escrow
account that the contract/permit holder shall maintain in trust on behalf of all
affected communities23. The social agreement should be attested to by the FDA.
With exception of CFMA, all contract/permit holders are required to negotiate and
sign Social Agreements.

d. Forest management operations and harvesting
The Liberian timber legality framework requires that the contract/permit holder
uniquely number and record each tree on the stock survey and block map. The
block map and stock survey are verified by the Legality Verification Department of
the FDA, which is currently operated by SGS (Société Générale de Surveillance SA).
Annual Harvesting Certificate: Contract/permit holders are only allowed to
fell trees when they are in possession of a valid Annual Harvesting Certificate.
This certificate can only be obtained after the contract/permit holder has, among
others, an approved Annual Operations Plan and, for FMCs, an Approved
Management Plan covering the area to be harvested24. The annual operations
plan specifies the volume and species of the Annual Coupe, or the Annual
Block of Harvest in the case of FMCs. Once the annual harvesting certificate has
23_ National Forestry Reform Law of
2006, (5,3(b) & 5.6(d); and Regulation
105-07(33).
24_ National Forestry Reform Law of
2006 (3.2, 3.4); and COCS SOP (7-11)
National Forestry Reform Law of 2006
(4.5, 5.3, 5.3, 5.6); Regulation 104-07
(62a); and Environmental Protection
Management Law (23) COCS SOP (9).

been issued, the contract holder is allocated barcoded log tags and is permitted to
commence harvesting at the locations indicated on the block map. The log tags
are affixed to the butt end of the log and another to the stump.
Tree data form: Details of the harvested tree are recorded on the tree data form.
This include species, dimensions and log ID. Tree data forms are completed when
trees are felled, prior to cutting into initial long logs. These are recorded on a Log
Data Form. Once trees have been felled, labelled, measured and tree data forms
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have been filled in at the stump, the operator can extract tree to log landing. Also,
after cross-cutting the log receives an ID tag, so that all logs are traceable back to
the stump or location where it was growing.

2. Timber processing activities
Liberia exports mostly logs and currently has no facilities for processing secondary
and tertiary timber products. This means that at present processing documentation, such as sawmill permits, are not needed.

3. Trading activity
Exporters of logs, timber and other wood products should be in the possession
of an Annual Export Registration. The exported products should be accompanied by an Export shipment specification log, Tax Clearance Certificate
(proof of payment of export fees and other taxes) and for sawn timber an Export
Specification-Sawn Timber.
The Chain of Custody Information System of the Legality Verification Department
is used for recording exports of logs, timber and other wood products.

4. Timber transportation
Waybill: To transport harvested timber, a waybill form must be completed. The
waybill also identifies the chain of custody numbers/references, a named destination, the barcode, species and dimensions, as well as official barcoded stickers and
references to the bar-coded tag numbers of the timber product. These waybills are
checked by the Legality Verification Department of the FDA.
The Liberian timber legality framework requires that all logs, timber, or timber
products imported (not in transit) into Liberia should be accompanied by evidence
(Customs documents from country of harvest) of legal compliance with laws of
country of harvest. Logs or timber products in transit are (i) physically segregated
from domestic or imported timber, and (ii) custom-controlled at all times while in
Liberia. These logs are transported accompanied with completed waybill indicating
country of harvest and country of export.
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Main types of fraud
The main types of fraud in timber production in Liberia can be
summarised as follows:
1. Contracts/permits with overlapping tenure periods and borders:
• issuing permits/contracts with tenure periods beyond the
legally allowed timeframe. FMCs are issued for a period of
25 years, but can be extended based on the contract holder’s
justification. The extension periods are generally in multiple
of 5 years. TSC are given for a maximum 3 years and PUPs
allocated for 5 years; and
• issuing permit/contract with borders (coordinates) conflicting
with nearby areas and sometimes overlapping with other
contracts/permits;.

2. Side-Stepping legal process and requirement:
• connivance with forest authorities to issue contracts,
especially FMC and TSC, through non-competitive process;
• avoiding the requirements of a FMC by operating though
several PUPs, which has less strict requirements;
• violation of legal requirements for issuing permits especially
PUPs. A common example is issuing PUPs without an
environmental impact assessment; and
• forest authorities issuing annual harvesting certificates
without fully complying with legal requirements.
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3. Timber theft:
• logging without permit;
• Harvesting of protected species or in protected areas; and
• harvesting volumes exceeding the approved yield;

4. Third-party rights:
• logging without Social Agreements and/or with Social
Agreement not fully implemented;
• working with Social Agreements not approved by
affected communities;
• social agreements are agreed on false pretences. Individuals
from the community may wrongfully claim to be members of
the Community Forestry Development Committees (CFDC); and
• not Paying or paying unjust compensation for the land.

5. Operational illegalities and/or irregularities at the forest:
• harvesting without an annual harvesting certificate, or with
a forged annual harvesting certificate; and
• non-compliance with Forest Management and Annual
Operational plans
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6. General irregularities:
• non-Payment of forest fees and taxes;
• non-provision of safety equipment to workers;
• contraventions of employment agreements and, in some
cases, employing workers without contracts; and
• use of illegal foreign workers, and payment of those workers
into foreign bank accounts, circumventing the Liberian income
tax requirements.
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The documents described above contain a significant
amount of information, and it is important to
understand what they mean. Timber traders should
conduct due diligence of this documentation, in order to
avoid the possibility of using wrong sets of documents
(i.e., not compatible between themselves or not related
to the timber consignment purchased) or that some of
them mask potential illegalities.
Samples of some of these documents are shown below,
with explanations about the information contained
and the main types of checks needed to verify the
authenticity of the data contained.
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Samples of main documents and how to
read them
1. Tax Clearance Certificate (TCC):
Sample of a TCC issued by the Liberian
Revenue Authority.
The TCC certifies that the timber producer has
complied with all known tax requirements
with the government or has reached an
agreement to defer/waive tax obligations. This
is a document that is also presented to qualify
a timber producer for the annual operating
certificate, signing timber contracts and export
documents. Application for TCC is free.
How to read a TCC. The document contains
the following main information:
1. Tax Clearance Certificate number;
2. Timber Producer Identification number;
3. Business activities;
4. Address;
5. Location (County and District);
6. Business Contacts (email address and
telephone number);
7. Timber Producer Approved
Representative name, position and contact
(telephone number);
8. Period for which TCC is valid;
9. Date of issue;
10. Name, signature and seal of tax official.

What to be aware of when reading a TCC:
It is important to check whether: (1) the name
of the timber producer is the same as on the
TCC, (2) the period for which it was issued is
the same period the export document was
acquired for or annual operating certificate was
applied for or timber contracts was signed, (3)
the TCC has been duly signed and sealed by
officials of the Liberia Revenue Authority.
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2. Waybill

Sample of a Waybill issued by the FDA.
All timber being transported in or from a
forest area to a timber processing plant
or to an export port, or from a timber
processing plant to another timber
processing plant or to an export port
should be accompanied by a waybill. Forest
products being transported without a
waybill but bearing the chain of custody
identification shall be returned to the place
of harvest and the producer will be billed for
the cost of return.
The waybill is issued in 5 copies, each
of them with a different colour: Timber
producer’s copy is white; FSD and LiberFor
origin copy is pink; Timber producer
destination copy is blue; FDA and LiberFor
destination copy is yellow; and Driver’s copy
is green.
How to read a Waybill. The document
contains the following information:
1. Waybill number;
2. LiberFor Bar-coded sticker
3. Timber producer’s Name and tin number;
4. Location of origin and destination;
5. Date of leaving origin and intended
arrival date at destination;
6. Truck license number
7. Signatures of Loading Supervisor and Driver

What to be aware of when reading a Waybill:

8. Species, tag numbers, products and volumes

It is important to check whether: (1) the name

9. Name and signature of Receiving Supervisor

of the timber producer is the same as the one

10. Date unloaded
11. Signatures of officials of FDA and LiberFor.

on the waybill and the tin number corresponds
to the tin number on the export permit form

driver, the producer’s representative, and the
FDA and LiberFor officials (3) the information
(species, volume, tag number etc.) on the
waybill for logs should be the same as
captured on the log data form.

(2) The waybill has been duly signed by the
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3. Tree Data Form

Sample of a Tree Data Form issued by

How to read a Tree Data Form. The

the FDA.

document contains the following information:

All loggers are required to fill in the tree

1. Tree data form number;

7. Tree dimension (diameter and length);

data form. The form is used to record all

2. Contract holder name;

8. Stamp tag number;

3. Contract area;

9. Signatures of officials of FDA and LiberFor.

specifications of the tree/log being harvested
including species, size, stump tag etc. It is
mostly used by the FDA to assess fees.
The Tree Data Form is issued in 3 copies, each
of them with a different colour: LiberFor copy
is White; FDA copy is green; and Operator
copy is pink.

4. Block Map;
5. Name and signatures of Tree
Felling Supervisor;
6. Block Map Cell Number, Standing Tree
Number, Species Code, Long Log Tag Number;

What to be aware of when reading a

and block map number is the same as the

and species code are the same as those

Tree Data Form:

one in the approved management plan (2)

captured on the Log Data Form.The volume,

The tree data form has been duly signed by

in each line of the IODS, should be the same as

the Tree Felling Supervisor and the FDA and

indicated in the respective LMCC.

It is important to check whether: (1) the
name of the contract holder and contract
area corresponds to contract/permit given

LiberFor officials (3) the Long Log number
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4. Annual Harvesting Certificate

Sample of an Annual Harvesting
Certificate issued by the FDA.
This is an important requirement for all

How to read an Annual Harvesting
Certificate. The document contains the
following information:

commercial logging operations. It is granted to

1. Contract holder name

producers who have met all logging operations

2. Type of contract;

requirements such as an approved annual
management plan (for FMC) or an approved
operational plan (for TSC, FUP and PUP) that

3. Area for which the certificate has been
issued;

What to be aware of when reading the
Annual Harvesting Certificate:
It is important to check whether: (1) the
name of the contract/permit holder and
permit/contract area corresponds to contract/
permit given and area for which the Annual
Harvesting Certificate covers (2) The type of
contact/permit is stated beneath the FDA

covers the specific area to be logged. The

4. Dates for which the certificate is valid;

logo (3) Clearly stated conditions met before

Annual Harvesting Certificate gives permission

5. Signature of FDA official.

granting the Annual Harvesting Certificate

to FMC, TSC, FUP and PUP holders to harvest

(4) Period for which the Annual Harvesting

timber trees subject to the terms of the license

Certificate is granted (5) Certificate duly

and all applicable legal requirements.

signed by the Director of FDA.
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5. Forest Management Contracts (FMC)

Sample of Forest Management Contract
issued by the FDA.
A Forest Management Contract (FMC) is
an agreement between the Government of
Liberia and the contract holder for largescale commercial logging activities on a
land area between 50,000 and 400,000 ha
for a period of 25 years. The license includes
the land area, locations, duration and other
key provisions for FMC.
How to read a FMC. The document
contains the following information:
1. Title of the document;
2. Dates approved and printed;
3. Contract Holder’s name and address;
4. Region, county(ies), District(s) where
the FMC area is located;
5. Contract number;
6. Contract signing date and termination date;
7. FMC area: maps (including vegetation
map) and size;
8. General and specific provisions of the FMC
document (not shown);
9. Signature and ratification pages
(not shown).

What to be aware of when reading a FMC:
It is important to check whether: (1) the
contract has been signed by the Contract
Holder, the Managing Director of FDA, the
Minister for Finance, The Minister for Justice
(2) the contract has a signed ratification page
showing that it has been approved by the
President of Liberia and ratified by Parliament
(3) the contract holder has any controlling
interest in PUPs (use http://www.leiti.org.lr/
contracts-and-concessions.html to check).
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6. Timber Sales Contracts (TSC)

Sample of Timber Sales Contract issued
by the FDA.
A Timber Sales Contract (TSC) is a shortterm license awarded by the Government of
Liberia to a logging entity to harvest timber
from a specific track of land smaller than
5,000 ha in size for a period not exceeding
3 years.
How to read a TSC. The document contains
the following information:
1. Title of the document;
2. Contract Holder’s name and address;
3. Region, County, District where the TSC
area is located;
4. Contract number;
5. Contract signing date and termination date;
6. FMC area: maps and size;
7. Standard and specific provisions of the
TSC document (not shown);
8. Signature page (not shown).

What to be aware of when reading a TSC:
It is important to check whether: (1) the
contract has been signed by the Managing
Director of FDA, the In-House Lawyer of FDA
and Contract Holder; and witnesses also
signed accordingly (2) the permit been issued
for more than three years.
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7. Private Use Permit (PUP)
Sample of Private Use Permit issued by
the FDA.
A Private Use Permit (PUP) is not an
agreement between the Government of
Liberia and logging entities to harvest
timber resources. It is an agreement
between communities (land owners) and
logging entities, although they must be
approved by government.
How to read a PUP. The document
contains the following information:
1. Title of the document;
2. Name of land owner (Community),
Region, County and District;
3. Name of logging entity;
4. Location of PUP, size and map;
5. Objective of permit and duration
(not shown);
6. Provisions of the PUP document
(not shown);
7. Signature page (not shown);
8. Annexes including: Permission from
the landowner; application letter; forest
management agreement; land deeds and
documents of attestation; vegetation survey
reports; map of area of interest etc. (not shown).

What to be aware of when reading a PUP:
It is important to check whether: (1) the
Permit has been approved and signed
by the Chairperson of the FDA Board
of Directors, Managing Director of FDA
and representative of the landowner
(Community); and witnesses also signed
accordingly (2) there are documents in the
annex attesting that the permit area belongs
to the landowner (Community) (3) there
is a forest management agreement in the
annex between the logging entity and the
landowner (Community).
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8. Social Agreement (SA)

Sample of Social agreement signed
between the logging company and
Communities
The NFRL 2006 provides that communities
and citizens benefit from forest resources
by receiving a portion of land rental fees
paid by logging companies by entering into
Social Agreements (SAs) with the logging
companies.
How to read a SA. The document contains
the following information:
1. Title of the document;
2. Technical description of the contract/
permit area;
3. Purpose/Objective of the SA (not shown);
4. Statement of mutual benefit and interest
(not shown);
5. Duties and responsibility of logging
company, communities and FDA (not
shown);
6. Obligations (not shown);
7. Dispute Resolution (not shown);
8. Authorized representatives (not shown);
9. Commencement date (not shown);
10. Signatures (not shown).
What to be aware of when reading a SA:
It is important to check whether: (1) the
contract has been signed by authorised
representatives of the FDA, affected
community and contract/permit holder (2)
the name of the contract/permit holder is
the same on the SA (3) the SA refers to
contract/permit.
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